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Now begins a new year
a time of peace
of love
and flowing with
the vibrations
of the All There Is
What will this new year bring
is a question
to be answered
known in 365 days
I know it is the first year
of my new life
it is a new
beginning
As God lights my way
I shall travel
that way
I shall be
what I set
out to be
I reach out
as God takes my hand
I reach out
to destiny
My time has come

870101

Down from the presence of God
descended his Angels
on earthbound missions
On invisible stairs
I see them glide into this reality
they come through
the starlit
etheric night
they come to earth
They are only seven
of seven thousand infinite
they work this plane
they hold out
their loving hands
What are these Angels
they are God’s Light
they are the light
behind our light
they are our
link to the
Universal All
We pay them little mind
we doubt they even
exist
we take credit
for their work
And what is the work of these
light of essence beings

Their mission is to guide and lead
to give a loving hand
with a loving
spirit
They are special and unique
unbalanced in that
they are love
they are pure light
I see them all around
moving to and fro
and here and there
walking among us
as we crowd among
each other
Busy messengers
and workers
of God’s will
light carrying
light
We seldom tell them thank you
or I love you
or any other acknowledgment
and none do they
expect
But I see them each day
and in my nightly dreams
I constantly nod hello
but seldom disturb
their routine

They always wait by our side
they wait for requests and
prayers to answer
and to
carry to God
Theirs is an eternal existence
of love’s devotion
I move through the day
nodding hello and once in
a while all the time
I ask them to
help in some way
To help others
I ask them to help me
raise up those with
outstretched hands
And as I go from here to there
working with these beautiful ones
once in a while
like now
I reflect
upon their
perfection
And I fill with emotion
because their love exists
so close to me
I thank God that He lets me see
I love God that he allows
me to work with his
special beings

I am humbled
by their love
I exist in their
presence
I thank God
for all that he
has bestowed
upon me
87102

What a wonderful day that was
what a joyous night that comes
Two spirits of immortal light
traveling in the silent night
Here we sit and be
loving in each other’s
energy
Who is to say what
tomorrow brings
Only that tonight
the whole Universe
sings
870102

Here I sit
in these modern times
and modern places
but under the light
of lavender candles
I sit illuminated
by the light
of hot wax
burning
How many yesteryears
in lives gone past
have I written
under candlelight
many times
many
So I here reflect
in a modern place
but with old light
The light that
has always
expanded my world
The light
from whence
I began
870105

I chase the incense
smoke into the
celestial vapor
of the
omnipotent
presence
I ride
and roll

twist
and turn
out of this
reality

Up up

and out
dissipating
grain by grain
my spiritual
brain

Dissolving
discretely
into the
cosmic

mystic
vibration

I reach out
disintegrating
cleansing
my soul
bathing
my soul
in God’s
Eternal Light

Each infinite
particle
departs

to its special
place

Its place
of peace
and rejuvenation
Then back together
I come
reintegrating
reunifying
I come
I say
a closing
prayer
to God
I say Amen
870107

back together

Past memories
flood my
crown
Black hair
on white
satin pillows
The soft breathing
the moments of peace
of you
in your
sleeping
And for me
in the
watching
The gentle gazing
the etheric
touching of
me and you
Memories
intangible vibrations
of a meandering mind
uncover
past touchings
secreted
soft remembering
of you
870107

Yellow balls of fire
traverse the invisible
theater of my
fantasy
Red roses of
love pass
quickly behind
From right
to left they
come and
go
Oranges apples
white clapboard houses
blue Summer skies
and white-capped
endless waves
Over the waters
to the sun
past a cloud
out of the
atmosphere
into the cosmic night
Again and again I go
leaping upon
any thought
catapulting
into Eternity
870107

The night comes
and the cold air
closes tight
against my
stone house
I sit close
to the yellow-orange fire
I huddle close
to the warm
my eyes bonded
to the flickering flame
I leave my
corporeal blood and bone
and glide outside
into the
cold crisp
moonlit
starry night
I am naked
in my ghostly
misty vaporous
vibrations
I move down
the path
My omnipotent
self moves out
left and right
up and down
I touch All There Is

I reach up to
the moon and beyond
the planet stars
I expand
and expand
free of my
mortal container
I only

dilate
a couple hundred
thousand miles

I sit on the
white bright
moon
and look
at the sun
behind the
Earth
I scan
the earth
until I find
a small stone house
I move inside
to see a
huddled me
looking

into yellow fire
at my soul

sitting on the moon
inside the yellow-orange
light waves
870107

I look at you
and fall off a
cliff so high
there can be
no bottom
The height
that love carries
an unsuspecting
soul
overwhelms
I have

never been
raised so
high
floated so far
fallen so hard

I try to ground
myself when
I feel the
helium of
you
I see you
I feel your
presence
and I begin
to climb

If I

gaze into your
eyes

or touch
your hand

I rocket toward
Heaven
with no

thought
of what lay
below

I have never
known these
emotions
I have never
been out of control
I guess I
have
never
870108

been in love

The rain falls
as I peacefully
wait for you
I retrieve
memories of
past touching
and
begin to
to shift
into our
other

reality

I go to where
we always
touch
I float
to our eternal
bonding
There I
rest and
reflect
in the

There I love you
free from all
earthly
870108

cares

peaceful
calm

Hand in hand
we walk through
the sun-dappled
meadow
The Summer heat
rises from the
green earth
and the

flowered nectar
fills the air

So much peace
so much
tranquility
These earth bodies
are filled with
all the pleasurable
rhythms of
the earth
and I am
filled with
the lovely
physical presence
of you
870108

The ancient ships
labor through
blue-green
waters
while we stand
on the deck
considering
our particular
mission
I am alive
and full of
peaceful
success
and you are
every part
of all you
wish
We ride the crude
ship
toward distant
shores in
ancient times
on long past
insignificant
business
I think of those times
and that life
while my
soul’s vague remembering
tries to

communicate who you are
in this life
to my conscious self
I know you are the same now
as you were
then
I must know you
I know I do
and soon I will
remember
and soon I will
remember
and then tell you
so that we
can bathe
again in those
memories
870108

I enlist

the ancient bird
of remembering
to carry me
back to

times past

I want to voyage back
to those times
of old
and ancient days
I want to go back
and remember
times like
these
times of prior
trauma and
tribulation
I want to go back
and remember those
times so that
I can also
remember
the happiness
that always followed
870108

Evergreen
that is what I am
I am ever growing
evergreen
I never observe
a season of Fall
or Winter
but only
Eternal Spring
I am

Eternal Spring
green

growing

Forever so I
have been
and forever
so I shall
be
Life and being
are evergreen
to me
870108

The hand fan
moves the air
about my
face
cooling
The pretty fan
with pretty flowers
of lavender
gold

as the sweat evaporates

and blue burgundy
white

also moves
the etheric
vibrations
and create
those flowered
vibrations
all about my
face and crown
The disturbed air cools
my physical face
while the painted flowers
are like cool mint
caressing my
spiritual brain
870108

White Summer lace
lays gently on your
soft smooth
skin
Your beautiful nakedness
kissed by
white lace
in the Summer
shade
The personification
of all the beauty
that this
earthly realm
can produce
Soft golden hair
caresses your face
and lays softly
on white lace
While

870108

softly the gentle
loving eyes
caress me
as I marvel
at all the beauty
that is you

Listening
to soft music
and slow
dancing with you
in lavender
candlelight
I dance
with the you
that is somewhere
else
I stand

listening
and watching our
dance

I stand
in disbelief
at the love
I see

870111

between
you and me

I wrote a thousand poems
of perfect celestial
love I wrote
Time and again
my thoughts
went to that
perfect love
Always a dream
always a fantasy
always someone else’s
wish come true
Then I met you
and looked into your
mystic eyes
I held your soft body
I kissed your
loving lips
Then I understood
that all that I
had written
of love’s
unconditioned bliss
was only straw in the
Winter wind
870111

I see you
I see me
I feel love
I see the
stars at night
and the blue day sky
I see your love
I hear

the music
on the radio
and the Universal
Celestial choir
singing
I hear me love you

I smell
the red roses of
forever Spring
and the incense
smoke of the
other side
I smell the perfume of we
I touch the earth
I touch the sky
I touch you
and you touch me
I touch the tangible love
of a united us

I taste

the morning dew
I taste the
electric atmosphere
I taste the sweet honey
of love on your lips
the sweet honey
of me and you

I experience
the sparkling tingle
of you inside me
and me inside you
I bathe in our
caressing
I drift
within the electricity
of you and me
merging
870112

The day unfolds
and memories of you
begin to
possess my
consciousness
The bond that grows
between us
creates a morning
longing for
your touch
It matters not
how much I
caress you with
my mind
It is your touch
that I need
to calm my
restless soul
Come to me
my sacred love
come quench
this lonely fire
of wanting
Come caress me with
your lips
and satisfy
my longing
870114

Candlelight
flickers on the walls
as butterflies dance above
our heads
The rhythm
of life

surges and
flows between
you and me

The love builds
then flows
expands and
releases
Over and over
round and round
we float and
turn in
magic spaces
The butterflies
multiply with
each gentle
surging
while Heaven’s
fairies’ light
comes to join
the dance
as we love and caress
on these inner planes

Eons and
time immortal
comes and goes
as we
love and caress
on the inner planes
All-time and life
suspend as we
lock in this
immortal embrace
Oh beloved one
how majestic is our
bonding
how magnificent
our merging
Come now
take my hand
travel with me
on that Eternal
blissful path
Join with me
until day
becomes night
and All That Is
is no more
870114

The broken pieces
of two broken
lives come
together
in casual
regard
Time comes and goes
as the mystical
merging
begins
Then as if by chance
one to the other
each notices a
mending
The broken pieces
come together
while mending seams
disappear
Day by day
the miracle continues
the rebirthing light
creates the whole
Then from the cocoon
of broken pieces
caressed by love’s light
Time

Emerges a butterfly
of perfect love
Emerges one butterfly
from the pieces
of two broken
lives
870114

If you love me
then all that I am
is affirmed
If you hold me in your arms
I feel the serenity of love’s
euphoric touch
If you kiss my lips
my eyes reveal
the Universe
If you lay with me
my entire being
becomes peace
I reach out to love you
I reach out
for your love
I hold onto
each precious moment
I savor each minute
touching
I cuddle my love
in your gentle arms
I rest my soul
on your loving breast
I kiss all of you
with all of me
870126

Each day comes and we awaken
our consciousness to new
toils and troubles
joys and chores
At night we travel the
inner planes and
freely fly from
here to there
attending to
this and that
We are always conscious of some reality
we never rest
Our split physical and
spiritual realities
take turns
guiding our
being
We easily cross the barriers
of the time and space reality
as easily as we
flip a light
switch in
the dark of
this reality
Why do we trap ourselves
in these bodies
why do we
chain ourselves
to one reality
after another

We do it for the same
reason that the moon
travels around the earth
and flowers bloom
in Spring
We do it because
we are part of All That Is
little big pieces of
one cloth
all of all
and part of part
So here we go
on and on in infinite circles
trying to achieve happiness
by flowing with
all life’s rhythm
riding the
Universal waves
Here’s to life
and existence
to all we are and aren’t
here’s to just being
Here’s to peace
and happiness in a
traumatic world
of peaceful flowing
Here’s to life
and God
to the Universe
and the All There Is

Here’s to learning to live
with what we are
because we are
the living ebb
and flow
of All There Is
870309

Long ago in the land
of all that is beautiful
lived a man with a
heart of powerful
Universal love
A man of serene mind
and of knowledge
from the ancient
and future past
A gentle soul
of infinite wisdom
with eyes of
Universal love’s
beautiful blue
In his castle
he dwells
and at his hand
resides All That Is
from everywhere
By his side
the many from
everywhere
ancient companions
come to visit
his time
and place
All alone in his physical place
he is in constant
touch with
the etheric ones

So many have come to visit
to say hello
now that a knowing
has been remembered
now that peace
reins
870326

I sit here and fade
far away into
distant time and
space
I travel to past and present
future places
to visit friends
from eons ago
I bring them to
my home
I call to them
I say come
my friends
I am again prepared
to greet you
and continue our journey
to trek with our clan
I see you clearly
the one in white woolen
cloth of crude
weaving
You stand there
with all the Universe
at your back
you are the guide
the host who
will soon bring
one by one

All those from
the All There Is
to speak as I
sit and listen
How many years
has it been this
lifetime
How many trials
and tribulations
The time has now
arrived
I am ready
so are you
Welcome my friend
let us begin
I stare at you
with these spiritual eyes
the ones that see in
vision and imagination
You are there as real
as the walls that
enclose this house
You catch my mind
and take me away and back
in the flash of
an instant

I say my prayers
I make myself ready
I prepare this home
for you and me
and our guests
I hope it pleasures you
It pleasures me
Elijah, my friend
I embrace you with
my eyes
I can not help
but stare
it has been so long
We lock and begin to retravel
all that has gone before
to catch us up
to bask in old memories
and to remember
all the preceding days
before we begin to
write the next
I take the name
John WorldPeace
It feels right
it is for me

I take your hand
I embrace your essence
I kiss you hello again
I say let’s begin
870326

Night is dark
and the light is dim
from yellow candles
burning cold crisp
night air
Music comes from
electronic plastic
songs of sadness
songs of joy
I lay here
in my aloneness
watching this pen
track this paper
I lay alone
wondering
deeply crying for you
Where are you my love
where are you
The future cannot
unfold fast enough
for our meeting
I wait for you
on this lonely night
I wait
870403

anticipating your coming

What bed holds
you on this cold night
where in this city
are you
I know you are here
I know
Come to my arms
I love you so much
My happiness waits
in anticipation
Oh love
Oh love
come to me
The days of my life pass
each day without you
is a day forever
missed
I travel the maze
on the way to our
interception
Two roses
moving toward the
crossroads of
love’s exquisite
bliss
870403

The morning sun
warms my eyes awake
and dispatches the
haze of night
I turn
remembering your presence
vaguely experiencing
your
loving scent
Vague memories
pass with the
morning sun
Then as I awake
I see your golden
watch on my night table
I see the evidence
of last night’s dream
I consider for a moment
that you live here
Not so
But you are here
I play mental games
of loving anticipation
considering moment to moment
where you are
in my home
knowing you
have gone

I caress your watch
with my eyes
and charge into
beautiful memories
Day begins
and I joy in the
knowing that you
will be back
Your golden watch
click clicks
love’s assurance
of your return
to my physical
dreaming presence
870405

